Conshohocken, PA-09-09-2014 – Estenda Solutions, Inc. recently released the third paper in its ViewPoint series, Healthcare Interoperability. The piece discusses the many organizations and standards that are dedicated to creating an interoperable IT infrastructure for our nation’s healthcare system.

From data nomenclatures such as ICD-9/ICD-10 and SNOMED-CT, to electronic health information formats HL7 and CCD, to communication APIs like IHE and HITSP, Healthcare Interoperability details the contributions each is making to interoperability.

To read this ViewPoint, visit http://www.estenda.com/viewpoint_landing_interoperability.html. For more information on how Estenda can help your practice achieve interoperability, please visit www.estenda.com or call 484-362-1200.

About Estenda: Estenda Solutions is a project consulting and custom software development small business focused on advancing patient care, healthcare research, and medical informatics. Estenda Solutions collaborates with healthcare providers, research professionals, and industry from around the world to create innovative solutions. Estenda’s goals are to continuously provide tools to enable better patient care and management. Working with both large and small organizations and the individual researcher, Estenda enjoys the challenge of helping its clients’ initiatives grow. Estenda has a rich history of work in disease management/chronic care coordination, registries, screening programs, data warehousing, population health, PCMH and ACO, clinical research program conception and grant writing, clinical study management, telemedicine, and data integration (HL7 and DICOM). Estenda is ISO 9001/13485 certified. For more information, visit www.estenda.com.